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An economic powerhouse
Celebrating the best of
farming, food, and rural
life
The Royal Highland Show is estimated
to be worth £54m to the Scottish
economy, according to a recent report
commissioned by the Royal Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland (RHASS). It attracted a record
190,000 visitors last year, making it
Scotland’s biggest outdoor event.
Celebrating the best of farming,
food, and rural life, it welcomes a global audience and is a unique marketing
platform for trade exhibitors and
livestock competitors. Staged at the
Royal Highland Centre in Edinburgh,
the four-day event is a once a year opportunity to truly experience rural life,
with more than 6,000 livestock, rural
crafts, countryside and forestry areas,
farriery and sheep shearing, as well as
live music and entertainment.
An area that has seen tremendous

market growth in recent years is
Scotland’s Larder Live! showcasing Scottish producers and cookery
demonstrations, which attracts huge
interest from visitors.
David Jackson, show manager said:
“The Royal Highland Show has yet
again proven to be a major economic
asset for Scotland and we continue to
see increasing interest from exhibitors and competitors across the UK
and abroad who now recognise this
to be an international event, with a
solid reputation and genuine business
opportunities. Almost 40% of our
exhibitors are from outside Scotland,
as there is growing interest in this
prestigious event.
“The 2017 show attracted over
1,000 trade exhibitors from across
the agricultural, non-agricultural and
food sectors. It represents a perfect
opportunity to generate business as a
direct result of being at the show or as
part of a marketing and relationship
campaign to build future business.

Emily, the face of 2018
The Scottish Blackface sheep, one of
Scotland’s most iconic native breeds,
is the ‘hero image’ for the 2018 Royal
Highland Show following the success
of last year’s Clydesdale horse marketing campaign.
Emily was bred by renowned sheep
farmer Malcolm Coubrough, from
Lanarkshire, who won the Breed Title
with the ewe at last year’s show.
Malcolm’s daughter Emily, after
whom the sheep was named, also
attended the photoshoot along

with the ewe’s new-born lamb, April.
The ewe has featured the length and
breadth of Scotland, across billboards,
buses, social media channels, and
television. Edinburgh Trams is also
featuring Emily on a specially-created
tram wrap.
“The Blackface breed is all about
character,” said Malcolm. “It is bred
to survive the Scottish Highlands, so
it needs to have the qualities and temperament to get through the harshest
of environments.”

“While sales are important to exhibitors, brand awareness is also key and
our exhibitors know that the footfall
the show generates will result in both
income and brand recognition which
are key to business success.”
Beth Fenney, marketing manager at
agricultural machinery manufacturer
Kvereland, which won the Gold Technical Innovation Award at the show
last year, added: “[It] is always one of

“We find the show
is excellent for
increasing brand
awareness”
Beth Fenney

the busiest shows that we attend, and
we enjoy catching up with existing
customers and meeting new ones. We
find the show is excellent for increasing brand awareness.”
The event also has a positive impact
on the hospitality sector, attracting a
significant number of visitors that stay
overnight in the area, contributing an
estimated £4.7m to the economy.
The show’s 2017 visitor survey found
that 94% commented on the show’s
‘great atmosphere’ and it underlined
that it is an event with huge urban appeal with 88% of non- farming visitors
agreeing that there is so much to see
and do.
“The Highland Show has a loyal and
engaged audience,” said Jackson, “with
almost two thirds having attended five
times or more. However, the number
of people attending for the first time
rose by 20% in 2017 illustrating how
the Royal Highland Show appeals to
new visitors who are interested in the
best of farming, food and rural life.”
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Making their voice heard
Acts from across the
musical spectrum will
perform
Stevie McCrorie, winner of The Voice
2015, will perform at the show for
the first time on Saturday afternoon.
Stevie has seen tremendous success
since his appearance on the programme, having had a Top 10 single
in the UK charts and his album, Big
World, entering the iTunes chart at
No 6 in the UK.
“I have heard nothing but great
things about the Royal Highland
Show, so I am hugely looking forward
to performing,” said Stevie. “The
crowds can expect some popular
covers as well as my own material
from my Album and recent EP Alive,
which will be performed with my
band.”
The National Youth Choir of Scotland Edinburgh Choir will also perform for the first time this year. The
Choir is very much in demand having
recently performed at BBC Children
in Need and at the Teatro Regio
Torino production of La Bohemme
at Edinburgh International Festival.

Recently founded Opera Bohemia
will also be performing.
Back by popular demand is the
Farmers & Farmers Wives Choir,
who have proved to be a massive
crowd pleaser at the how since their
first performance in 2014.
School children will be out in force
with some amazing talent on display,
including West Lothian Schools Pipe
Band, James Gillespies School, St
Aidens High Band, City of Edinburgh
Music School and Queen Victoria
School. The show will also welcome
a school band from Norway, Hasle
Skole Musikkorps, from Oslo.
Visitors can look forward to enjoying the musical performances of Irish
singer Marty Mone and the everpopular Artie Trezise.
There’s a wide array of bands to
enjoy - the Duncan Black Ceilidh
Band (2017 Scottish Ceilidh Band
of the Year), George Penman Jazz
Band, Revival Blues Band and Vardo
Gypsy Swing. Brass bands, Brox &
Liv Brass Band and Clackmannan
District Brass Band will delight the
crowds, along with the Royal British
Legion Band and the Uddingston and
Strathclyde Pipe Band.

Not on the high street
Scotland’s biggest event is making a
name for itself in shopping
The Royal Highland Show, best
known for its award-winning livestock, will be building on last year’s
successful shopping offer, in the 13th
Avenue Arcade and the Lifestyle
Village. Visitors to the four-day event
are expected to spend more than
£8m on luxury brands, artwork,
homeware and outdoor goods.
Returning this year is Sculpture
to Wear, makers of equestrian jewellery, as well as graphic designer and
photographer Als Couzens, who
specialises in modern prints and
gifts for animal lovers. New for this
year are Philip James Shoes and The
Edinburgh Watch Company.
With more than 1,000 trade stands
across the showground, there’s plenty
on offer, from Active Education, who
produce educational wooden puzzles
and toys for children, to Galijah Cashmere & Tweed, specialists in
bespoke and individual tweed ladies
and children’s apparel, and Quilts and
Quillows, specialising in handmade

baby quilt play mats.
Show Manager David Jackson
said: “We want to attract the best
whether that be animal exhibitors,
food retailers or shopping. The
Royal Highland Show is a great
place to pick up that perfect gift,
outfit, garden ornament or painting
that’s different from what is stocked
on the High Street.”

Recognising innovation
The Royal Highland and Agricultural
Society of Scotland (RHASS) has a
historic reputation for recognising
and rewarding excellence.
Technical innovation is pivotal to
the future of Scotland’s key industries, whether in keeping with the
industry, improving the environment,
promoting best practice or ensuring
operator safety and comfort. And this
has never been so important as it is in
today’s rapidly-changing agriculture.
The Technical Innovation Awards,
which are presented every year at the
Royal Highland Show in June, aim
to acknowledge the individuals, or
businesses that are striving towards
improving efficiencies in the rural
sectors.
Last year Kverneland Group won

the Gold Technical Innovation Award
with its Kverneland Exacta
TL GEOSPREAD, a fertiliser
spreader that automatically adjusts
the working width to suit the overlap
and coverage. The company also
markets a wide range of additional
products that aim to increase efficiencies including precision farming
technology.
“Scotland has always celebrated
innovation,” said Jimmy Warnock,
RHASS chairman, “and admired the
wealth of both individuals and companies, striving towards improving
efficiencies in the rural sectors with
new equipment and techniques. I very
much look forward to seeing what
what exciting new innovations have
been developed over the last year.”
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Bringing together
consumers with
the food producers

A unique platform
for food and drink
Where the industry
meets customers to
share their passion for
taste

Visitors are expected to spend
more than £8m on luxury goods

THE ROYAL HIGHLAND SHOW

This year’s Royal Highland Show welcomes an impressive line-up of chefs
and hosts an exceptional range of food
and drink from the very best producers
in Scotland and beyond.
Scotland’s Larder Live!, the show’s
own food and drink festival, is designed
to inspire culinary delights and introduce show-goers to the latest and best
food and drink from artisan producers
and household brands.
Back by popular demand, the Tasting and Talk Theatre will give visitors
the chance to hear from producers
about how they produce their food, to
taste it, and ask questions about the
farm-to-fork journey.
New exhibitors for 2018 include
Good Life Farming from Perthshire,
who produce welfare friendly rose veal,
rare breed pork, and Shetland lamb,
and Three Sisters Bake, from Stirling
and Renfrewshire.
After a break for a few years, the
Show welcomes back award-winning
company Loch Fyne Oysters from
Argyll and Bute, and Scotia Spice,
who will show visitors how to create

authentic Punjabi food from scratch.
Rora Dairy will showcase their Simple
Pure Scottish yogurt from non-homogenised milk produced at their farm
in Aberdeenshire, blended with local
fruits and honey.
Show regulars include Mrs Tilly’s
Confectionary, Mackies of Scotland,
Grahams The Family Dairy, Walkers
Shortbread, and one of the longest attending food companies, Stahly Quality
Foods, who return for their 27th year
with their delicious black pudding,
bacon and haggis rolls.
As a nation of cheese lovers, the
Cheese Tasting Pop-up will give visitors an opportunity to taste a range of

“It is satisfying to
see such a high
standard and
variety of food
innovations yearon-year”
David Jackson

delicious artisan cheeses from across
Scotland and explain about the Scottish Cheese Trail.
Tasty hot and cold food will also be
available from Food-to-Go vendors
across the 110-acre showground. From
venison burgers to wood fired pizzas,
these caterers adhere to the show’s
respected Food Charter which states,
among other commitments, that
where possible only locally produced
and ethically sourced ingredients
should be served at the event. This
ensures quality is high and Scottish
farmers and growers are supported.
Commenting on the popularity of
food and drink at the Show, Show Manager, David Jackson, said: “We have
nurtured the food and drink offering
at the Royal Highland Show in recent
years and it is satisfying to see such a
high standard and variety of food innovations year on year. It has become a
firm fixture for visitors and illustrates
the growing interest in food and how it
is produced.
“Scotland’s Larder Live! brings
together consumers with the food producers and both gain for the chance
to interact and learn from each other.
The Royal Highland Show is such a
unique platform for the food industry
to meet their customers and for consumer to understand the passion that
goes into creating great tasting food
and drink.”

AWARD-WINNING CHEFS
The event attracts many renowned
and award-winning chefs, and this
year includes:
l Tom Lewis, Mhor, Winner of
Regional Ambassador for the Central,
Fife and Tayside region 2017
l Neil Forbes, Café St Honoré. Chef
of the Year at the Catering in Scotland

Excellence Awards 2014 & Scotland’s
first Soil Association Organic
Restaurant Award.
l Paul Newman, Errichel House
and Cottages, Thyme at Errichel
Restaurant, Aberfeldy, Winner of Food
& Drink Awards 2018
l David Haetzman, Chef Proprietor,
Firebrick Brasserie, Lauder, Winner

Restaurant Newcomer of the Year
Catering in Scotland Excellence
Awards 2017
l Chris Rowley, Ballintaggart Farm,
Thistle Award Most Hospitable B&B
2017, Central, Fife and Tayside
l Wendy Barrie, Founder & Director
award-winning Scottish Food Guide &
Scottish Cheese Trail
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Celebrating the UK’s finest
Organisers prepare for
an exceptional display of
livestock
With thousands of animals gathering
to compete for the honour of being
crowned Champion, the event will
once again showcase the UK’s finest
livestock. Organisers are preparing for
what will be an exceptional display of
livestock, with well over 5,000 entries
for all sections of the Show.
The Highland Hall will again be at
maximum capacity, housing almost
1,100 beef and dairy cattle, with commercial cattle recording their highest
number for entries in the last decade,
standing at 93 animals up from 75
last year, an increase of almost 25%.

“As an event, we
grow year on year
and attract new
audiences as we
widen the appeal
for visitors from
town and country”
David Jackson

Sheep entries once again command
the Royal Highland Show with 2,029
animals making this the 2nd largest
number of entries for over a decade.
The Young Handler competition
has 56 entries, illustrating the continued interest from the next generation
particularly in this the Year of Young
People. An exciting development is
the interest in the goat classes; with
a ten year high of 39 entries and the
Boer breed increasing from 16 to
27. Six goat young handlers will also
compete for the title.
In the light horse section, 1665
entries have been received with the
HOYS qualifying Mountain and
Moorland Under Saddle section again
dominating with 197 entries up from
192 in 2017. The Heavy Horse section
continues to have a strong presence,
with 392 entries, with Highland
females leading the way with 94, and
Shetland females closely behind with
84.
Royal Highland Show manager
David Jackson, said: “The show continues to be the leading event for
showcasing the very best the livestock
industry has to offer, and it extremely
rewarding that the industry continues to recognise its importance as a
platform for the sector.
“We continue to see very strong
entries with increasing numbers in
many classes, especially in the commercial classes and I know we will see
some fierce competition for a winning
place.
“As an event, we grow year on
year and attract new audiences as we
widen the appeal for visitors from

Attracting new
audiences from
town and country

town and country. Yet, we remain true
to our roots as an agricultural show
and work hard to be truly relevant to
all aspects of farming and rural life.
“The Grand Parade always proves
to be a highpoint of the Show and

Inspiring young minds
Education is an
important element of
the show
More than 30,000 children and 300
school groups will learn and discover
more about food, farming, and rural
life during the four-day event. The
Royal Highland Education Trust
(RHET), with its programme of inspiring activities linked to curriculumbased learning, is back again this
year. The theme this year is science,
technology engineering and maths
(STEM).
Building on the success of previous
years, RHET’s programme offers a
wide-ranging mixture of bookable
and drop-in activities both in the
RHET’s Discovery Centre and across
the showground, from baking sweet
and savoury scones to ‘Ask a farmer’
question sessions, designed to engage
young learners about rural life, and
the journey food takes, from farm to
fork.
Everyone can learn about a balanced diet whilst preparing fresh
ingredients to create your own healthy
and tasty dishes using Scottish products. This is being run again by Quality
Meat Scotland in their very popular
Scotch Beef Cookery Theatre. Another
hands-on food activity is smoothie
making with pedal power on a bike.

Learning about the journey food takes,
from farm to fork
Back again this year is the seafood
area, showcasing Scotland’s sea and
marine life. Explaining what the
contents of Scottish seas and lochs can
do for your health and wellbeing and
how we can achieve sustainable seas
for our future. Dobbies will be on site
with their hands-on Seedlings Club

gives us a chance to celebrate the
commitment and dedication of all our
cattle and heavy horse exhibitors. I
recommend everyone to make time to
observe this truly spectacular display.
“The team look forward to welcom-

ing all our exhibitors, from the Scottish
Islands to South West England to
Northern Ireland. They are dedicated
to their craft, and I am extremely
grateful for their continued support
and wish them all the best of luck.”

Hands on skills
where children aged 4-10 will discover
about plants, wildlife and the benefits
of gardening for the environment.
Technology in the industry will be
showcased by an interactive forest
machine simulator and virtual reality
headsets which will teach children
about the forestry industry. Agricultural machinery is an important part
of farming, and older children will
have the chance to get up close and
personal with some serious kit in a
tractor cab simulator with all the latest
GPS technology.
RHET Manager, Katrina Barclay
said, “We are very much looking
forward to this year’s education programme in the Discovery Centre on
Avenue Q. With the Centre’s sensory
overloads, exciting line up of activities
and with the help of our returning volunteers, 2018 is set to be as fun fuelled
as ever for school groups and children
of all ages.”
School groups looking to attend the
Show can book online via the RHET
website (www.rhet.org.uk), where you
can find out more about RHET’s work
in agriculture and rural education and
sign up to become a RHET supporter
or volunteer.
With 2018 being the Year of Young
People there will be information on careers in agriculture, highlighting work
experience opportunities and how
STEM skills can be used to develop a
career in the industry.

Countryside Area
promises unmissable
programme of rural life
Visitors can experience an array of
activities, including ferret handling,
wilderness survival skills, and watch
master craftsmen construct a boat
from scratch.
They can also get ‘hands-on’; helping Archaeology Scotland build a
quarter-size Iron Age roundhouse,
using Quern stones to grind flour, and
making an Iron Age pot to take home.
Commentator John Lamb will provide
the audience with fun facts about the
activities taking place and interview
the rural skills’ demonstrators.
Flying displays will be performed by
Ben Potter and his birds of prey. Ben fly’s
the largest eagles and vultures in the
world, and by focusing on their natural
behaviour and different personalities, as
well as flight, he creates an exciting and
informative show for all ages.
Visitors can watch the demonstrations of fly fishing and casting at the
loch in the Countryside Area, with
Andrew Toft - one of only a few master
qualified instructors in Scotland.
The Scottish Sheepdog School return
with the Quack Commandos road show.
Demonstrating the skill and speed of
the Border Collie in action with a flock
of Indian Runner ducks instead sheep,
the sheepdogs guide the ducks round a

Flying displays by Ben Potter and his
birds of prey
course of obstacles named after famous
Scottish football teams.
Simon Whitehead, together with
Pakefield Ferrets, will deliver thirty
minutes of education, amusing actionpacked and unscripted drama that blossoms as he regales the ferrets’ journey.
Often copied but never bettered, this
demonstration is unequalled amongst
the arena events across the UK.
Backwoods Survival School will
display remarkable bush craft and
wilderness living skills. Wild Rose Escapes will feature making and mending clothes, quilting, knitting, and jam
making; offering an insight to how to
be more sustainable in modern life.
Galgael Trust brings an ambitious
boat building project to the Show which
will see master craftsmen construct a
boat over the weekend with the help of
the public. The boat will be launched
on the loch on Sunday afternoon.

WE COVER SMALL FARMS,
LARGE FARMS AND
EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
The UK’s leading rural insurer
At NFU Mutual we offer tailored insurance and a local service.
We can also insure your car, home and its contents.
Contact your local Agent today to find out more: nfumutual.co.uk/agent

Visit us on 7th avenue

The National Farmers Union Mutual Insurance Society limited (No. 111982). Registered in England. Registered Office: Tiddington Road, Stratford upon Avon, Warwickshire CV37 7BJ.
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
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The perfect
choice for
Scottish
landowners
Professional,
comprehensive, and
value for money advice
BY ALYSON SHAW
Whether you are party to a renewable
energy or telecoms project, seeking to
redevelop your land, or simply require
advice on how best to structure your
family business affairs, you need a team
of expert lawyers to help guide you
through the challenges you will face.
At Wright, Johnston & Mackenzie
LLP (WJM), we are at the forefront of
the commercial property sector and
agricultural & rural market, with over
20 years’ experience in the renewables,
telecoms and family business sectors.
From the moment you engage our
firm, our industry-leading specialists will guide you through legislative
changes, advise you on how best to
utilise your land to maximise value
and generate income and, above all,
provide you with a bespoke, comprehensive, value for money service.
Our clients are important to us and
we understand what is important to
our clients…

We act for farmers, crofters, landowners and tenants across Inverness,
Edinburgh and Glasgow, and for
family businesses across Europe,
North America, Asia and the Middle
East. In collaboration with WJM’s
independent, specialist family busi-

“In an increasingly competitive
market, energy projects need to move
at a pace to gain a competitive edge.
Whether we are acting for a developer,
landowner or other stakeholder we
will do that without sacrificing the
quality of our advice or the particular
concerns of our client”
Andy McFarlane

ness consultancy - Family Business
Solutions (FBS) - our agricultural and
rural team provides pragmatic, holistic
advice to rural, family run businesses.
We recognise that your personal and
commercial interests will not always go
hand in hand and our dedicated team
is always ready to guide you towards
the most workable solution for both
your family and your business. With
our legal expertise and sympathetic
approach, we are able to offer a broad
range of services including business
review, strategy development, succession planning and support. At WJM,
your family business will be guaranteed independent, impartial assistance
from generation to generation.
We can hold our own, and so can you…

As one of the few remaining Scottish
commercial firms, we have proven that
size isn’t everything. In a crowded and
competitive legal marketplace, our
focussed and dedicated team of solicitors continues to distinguish itself. We
know how to hold our own and we help
our clients do the same.
Andy McFarlane, a partner at
WJM and one of Scotland’s leading
renewable energy lawyers, heads up a
dynamic and talented team of industry
specialists in our renewables group.
The team has a proven track record for
delivering renewable energy projects
through to practical completion and
their knowledge of the sector, and
attention to their clients’ needs, is
unparalleled.
Within WJM’s Renewable Energy

• Buying, selling or leasing
agricultural/rural property
• Protecting and maximising
Forestry/woodland investments
• Landownership structures/tax

Alyson Shaw, trainee at Wright, Johnston & Mackenzie LLP
Group, our expertise extends across
technologies including onshore and
offshore wind, hydro, solar and biomass. We work in partnership with our
in-house tax team- which specialises in
property, planning, tax and corporate
structures- to ensure our clients achieve
their project goals in the most tax efficient way, and liaise with our corporate
department to further our clients’ business interests as far as possible.
With an established reputation
in the industry, we offer clients an
invaluable insight into both sides of the
project. So whatever side of the table
you are on, we can guarantee the best
deal for you.
Our expertise doesn’t end there…

Noted for her 25 years’ experience in
telecoms sector, network infrastructure expert Gillian Cowie advises on
the introduction of the new Electronic
Communications Code and its impact

on UK landowners. The new code,
implemented by the Digital Economy
Act 2017, shifts the balance of power
away from landowners in favour
of mobile network operators and
introduces new provisions governing
the market value of land and how it is
assessed.
At WJM, we have the technical
knowledge and practical experience
required to help our clients achieve
their objectives on time and in budget.
We are active in our field, representing both landowners and operators in
negotiating lease renewals and terminations, and the sale and purchase of
communications sites, and managing
volume roll out programmes. We also
assist with all manner of site management issues including wayleaves,
access, rent review and site sharing.
Where do you come in?

You may be a farmer, estate owner,

property investor or occupier looking
to expand into the telecommunications
or renewable energy markets. Alternatively, you may own or manage a family
business and are simply seeking advice
for the future.
Whatever your circumstances, WJM
can provide an integrated solution
to your problems and, what’s more,
we can do it all under one roof. You’ll
benefit from cross-sector analysis,
multi-jurisdictional input from our
dual qualified solicitors and, in all
cases, a first-class client service.
Alyson Shaw is a trainee at Wright,
Johnston & Mackenzie LLP. Wright,
Johnston & Mackenzie is a full-service,
independent Scottish law firm, with a
history stretching back over 160 years,
operating from offices in Glasgow,
Edinburgh, Inverness and Dunblane.
Further information on WJM can be
found at wjm.co.uk

• Family business
• Countryside planning
• Telecoms
• Renewable energy

You work hard for your land, home, family and business.
WJM can
oﬀer support with:
GLASGOW
EDINBURGH
LAW
CENTRED

AROUND YOU

“The complexity of the new Code
is causing some uncertainty in the
sector. Our team of experts will help
guide you through the transition
period” Gillian Cowie

T: 0141 248 3434

T: 0131 524 1500

INVERNESS
T: 01463 234445

DUNBLANE
T: 01786 822296

wjm.co.uk

RENEWABLES
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Farmer champions energy
efficiency to transform business
A YouGov survey commissioned by
ScottishPower has found that only
one in ten businesses have reduced
their energy consumption in the past
year, and that 60 per cent of small
business owners don’t regard energy
efficiency as a priority, potentially
missing out on vital savings.
As part of an initiative to encourage businesses to become more
energy efficient, the energy provider
is working with the Carbon Trust to
offer businesses advice on reducing energy consumption to become
more efficient and save money. One
rural business championing energy
efficiency is Williamston Barns, a
holiday letting business run by Neville and Viv Gill.
Neville is a sheep farmer who has
embraced diversification and energy
efficiency to help him transform
his business. In response to the fall
in market prices, Neville and his
wife Viv transformed historic barn
buildings on their farmland into
luxury holiday lets, which are heated
and powered entirely by renewable
energy.
Neville said: “The farm itself was
not big enough to make a living out
of sheep farming, so the decision
was taken to diversify so that the
farm was able to survive in the long
term. Many people think investing in energy saving materials and
processes is very expensive and hard
work, but the reality is that many

measures are easy to adopt and the
initial spend pays off.”
The energy efficiency efforts that
Neville and Viv have gone to provides a
fantastic example for other businesses

to follow in order to help them improve
their bottom line. As well as installing
a biomass boiler, the couple invested
in a wind turbine to power the holiday
homes, in addition to the entire farm.

For more information about energy
efficiency or to get a quote for your
business energy supply visit www.
scottishpower.co.uk/smallbusiness

Sheep farmer Neville
Gill and wife Viv have
diversified into luxury
holiday lets.

I CARE ABOUT THE DETAIL –
ESPECIALLY WHEN IT COMES
TO MY BUSINESS COSTS
Take control
Fix your business
energy prices with
us and stay in control
of your costs and
your account.
scottishpower.co.uk/
small-business
or call us on 0800 027 2318
ScottishPower Energy Retail Ltd. Registered Ofﬁce: 320 St Vincent Street Glasgow, G2 5AD.
Registered in Scotland No. 190287. VAT No. GB 659 3720 08.
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Inspired by
Scotland’s
capital
Savouring the spirit of
Scottish summer with
Edinburgh Gin
Inspired by the innovative spirit of
Scotland’s capital, Edinburgh Gin
meticulously crafts a range of gins that
have been designed to be enjoyed by
all, inviting discovery of a modern gin
experience.
Edinburgh Gin’s London Dry range
and fruit gin liqueurs ensure that
there is a tipple for everyone’s taste,
from the Edinburgh Gin Classic to the
delicately sweet and floral Pomegranate & Rose gin liqueur.
A sophisticated gin and tonic made
with Edinburgh Gin Classic is a great
way to enjoy the iconic London Dry
style; it is juniper-forward, balancing
softness with bright citrus notes. It is
best served with an orange twist and
premium tonic water.
The candied, aromatic notes of the
Pomegranate and Rose gin liqueur are
a perfect complement to dry sparkling
wine such as Prosecco. Mixing Pomegranate and Rose gin liqueur with rose
lemonade, creates a lovely refreshing
long drink.
In time for Summer 2018 Edin-

burgh Gin and the world renowned
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh
(RBGE) came together to create a new limited-edition gin that
celebrates the history of the iconic
botanic gardens. Edinburgh Gin 1670
is a bespoke gin that uses rare and
exotic botanicals grown in the city’s
most famous garden. Edinburgh
Gin 1670 is named in honour of the
year that the RBGE was founded as a
physic garden.
Both experts in their field, the partnership saw Edinburgh Gin’s Head
Distiller, David Wilkinson, working
closely with botanist, Dr Greg Kenicer
to carefully craft this tailor-made
gin. A mix of 14 native and exotic
plants were chosen, all inspired by the
botanicals present in the garden, with
six handpicked directly from RBGE’s
incredible collection.
The result is an enticingly aromatic
gin with lively herbaceous floral notes
with added peppery spice.
Edinburgh Gin 1670 is best enjoyed
in a classic G&T, garnished with a
basil leaf. Edinburgh Gin 1670 has
refreshing peppery notes, making it
suited to classic drinks such as a Martini, ideally made with lemon bitters
and fresh fennel.

14 June 2018

SERVING
SUGGESTION
1670 G&T
Edinburgh Gin 1670 is a
distinctive gin which can
be enjoyed in a refreshing
G&T
Ingredients & method:
l Add ice to a glass
l Pour in 35ml Edinburgh
Gin 1670
l Top up with premium
Indian Tonic Water
l Garnish with fresh basil

A bespoke gin that uses
rare and exotic botanicals
grown in Edinburgh’s most
famous garden

www.edinburghgin.com
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Remarkable
and fine
Tamdhu Speyside
Single Malt Scotch
Whisky’s 120th
anniversary golden
year
Born on the banks of the River Spey
in 1897 and enthused by the optimism of the Victorian era, the brand
founders had a single aim: to build
the most remarkable distillery and
produce the finest single malt. An
aim still imperative to this day.
During construction, Tamdhu’s
founders enlisted the expertise
of Charles C Doig Esq - the preeminent distillery architect and
engineer of the day. The consortium
of gentleman came together to
design and build a distillery nothing
less than pioneering. A water wheel
positioned beneath the floor for
optimum performance, kilns redesigned to reduce heat loss and waste
extracted by Archimedean Screw,
direct to the distillery’s own railway
station. Few names other than Tamdhu so embody the ‘Can-Dhu-Spirit’
of our grand Industrial Age.
The unwavering quality of Tamdhu is defined by the hint of peat
in its malted barley and the fact its
water is drawn from the Tamdhu
spring. Every drop of this excep-

tional malt is matured exclusively in
the very best European and American
sherry oak casks, many of which are
first-fill and some of the rarest in the
industry. Those in use today are of
the same type insisted upon when the
distillery was established, ensuring
every drop is as magnificent as the
one before. To honour the distillery
founders, the Tamdhu team travel to
Jerez in Southern Spain to hand-select
casks that will be used to mature
every drop of Tamdhu and continue to
create the finest single malt whisky.
This year has marked another
‘Golden Year’ for Tamdhu with
the outstanding quality of its two
core expressions being celebrated
internationally. Tamdhu Triumphed
in the esteemed International Spirits
Competition with a gold and was
also awarded a gold medal at the San
Francisco World Spirits Competition,
widely considered America’s most
prestigious international spirits competition. Tamdhu is available from a
range of high-end specialist retailers
including, Booths and Oddbins.
Tamdhu is available to taste on stand
I03 at the Royal Highland Show.
Brand founders had a single
aim - to build the most
remarkable distillery and
produce the finest single malt
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An investment
of time and
infinite care
Six guiding principles
keep Glengoyne true
to its past and true
to its taste
It takes time to make a fine whisky
– especially if you refuse to compromise, painstakingly standing by the
six guiding principles that, to this
day, keep Glengoyne true to its past –
and true to its taste.
To achieve consistency and the
highest quality of single malt, you
need some guiding principles. In
the case of Glengoyne Highland
Single Malt, those principles were
established when the distillery was
established in Dumgoyne in 1833.
The main threads running
through these elements are patience,
a refusal to take the easy option
and an unbreakable connection to
Glengoyne’s sense of place.
Traditions are often born out of
necessity, and Glengoyne’s decision
to air-dry its barley – which continues to this day – was made simply
because there is no peat in the soil
around Dumgoyne. No smokiness in
the whisky means there is nowhere

for coarse flavours or sub-standard
casks to hide.
Patience is manifested in the slowest stills in Scotland: the coaxing of
Glengoyne’s spirit through the stills
allows complex flavours to build, hour
by hour.
Even the mostly carefully crafted
new-make spirit can be ruined by
poor cask management, which is why
Glengoyne goes to extreme effort
to source the finest Sherry casks to
mature its spirit.
This tradition dates back to the
1870s Sherry boom in London, when
such casks were plentiful and cheap.
More importantly, the rich, Sherrysoaked wood took Glengoyne’s
whisky to new heights of flavour and
complexity.
In the years since then, the supply
of casks has dwindled, and costs have
soared. Glengoyne’s response? Go to
the source, take charge of the entire
process from forest, to coopering, to
seasoning with Sherry, before bringing the casks to the distillery.
These painstakingly selected and
highly expensive casks are also key
to one final but critical element of
Glengoyne: colour. What you see in
the glass is all the result of the time-

consuming and expensive process of
lengthy maturation in the right type
of cask.
These guiding principles are the
cornerstone of the award-winning
Glengoyne range, headed by the
benchmark Glengoyne 10 Year Old.
This single malt is versatility in a
glass: hugely enjoyable on its own, but

perfect in a wide range of cocktails and
mixed drinks too.
It’s a very contemporary way to
appreciate a superlative single malt
that owes its quality to almost 200
years of tradition and craftsmanship – and a refusal to cut corners and
abandon the principles that made
Glengoyne in the first place.

Uncompromising in the
pursuit of excellence,
Glengoyne runs its stills
slower than any other
distillery

IF YOU’VE A PROBLEM
WITH US BEING
TRADITIONAL, FAX US.

THAT’S THE GLENGOYNE WAY.
glengoyne.com
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Leading
the way in
Scotland’s
rural sector
Helping clients embrace
opportunities created by
reform
Law firm Anderson Strathern has
been working with Scottish farmers
and land-owners for 270 years. Few
firms or indeed brands can make such
a claim. But seldom in that time have
so many powerful forces converged to
change the shape of the country’s rural
sector.
On the one hand, the Scottish
Government’s land-reform agenda
continues to evolve, with the publication of the Scottish Land Commission’s
strategic plan for 2018 – 21. This will
inform the creation of new legislation,
with the aim of supporting increased
productivity, diversity and accountability across the sector.
On the other, Brexit’s shockwaves
continue to impact rural businesses
with uncertainties about the future of
market access, production standards
and migrant labour persisting.
Meanwhile, public interest in the
sector is also shifting, moving to
include a range of factors such as

climate, landscape, water management
and biodiversity.
John Mitchell, Head of the Rural
Department at Anderson Strathern,
has little doubt about the significance
of this ‘moment in history’. “It’s rife
with complexity,” he says. “Land-owners and occupiers need to make important decisions about their business
models and how to build long-term
resilience. But, with such uncertainty
about the sector’s future, it’s hard to be
sure you’re doing the right thing.”
Mitchell leads one of Scotland’s largest
legal teams specialising in rural affairs.
And he is clearly proud of the role it plays
in clarifying the rural agenda for its clients, from Buccleuch and Crown Estate
Scotland to many small owner-occupier
farms across the country.
The firm is also involved in helping
to set the rural agenda and has strong
relationships with professional and
stakeholder bodies representing the
sector. The Chambers UK Guide to the
UK’s best law firms notes Anderson
Strathern’s “up-to-date knowledge of
rural matters, good team and efficient
response times”.
What the firm has to offer does not
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Working with
Scottish farmers
and land-owners
for 270 years

end with its Rural Department. The
team also has access to specialists in
many other areas of the law, including
tax planning and trusts, planning and
environment, renewables, construction, litigation, corporate and employment. “This allows us to assemble
broad-based project teams to meet the
specific needs of each client,” Mitchell
continues. “It’s a holistic approach that
some Scottish firms would struggle to
match.”
Mitchell believes this breadth of
experience is helping the firm’s clients
to face the future with a positive
attitude. “The fact that the landscape
is challenging and uncertain does not
make the future a negative one. Wherever possible, we are helping clients to
embrace the very real opportunities
created by reform.”
He is also quick to acknowledge the

The leaders in our field

“Wherever
possible, we are
helping clients to
embrace the very
real opportunities
created by reform”
John Mitchell
extent to which clients themselves are
looking to the next decade in a positive
light. He says, “It’s invigorating to see
the sense of purpose, progressive out-

look and innovative attitude of clients
of all sizes.”
This is one of the reasons why
Mitchell is particularly looking forward
to attending this year’s Highland Show.
“It is always an excellent opportunity
to exchange ideas with clients and
professional contacts, not to mention
the professional and research bodies
where the latest thinking first sees the
light of day,” he says.
“This year, the opportunity to talk
through the issues facing the rural sector
is particularly exciting. We all want the
same thing – a vibrant and profitable
rural sector, in which agriculture, tourism, construction, manufacturing, technology, food and drink and many other
industries can participate and flourish.
“I look forward to many stimulating conversations about the issues
involved.”

Our expertise in all fields of law includes farms
and estates, succession and tax planning, wealth
management, families and relationships and all
aspects of commercial and residential property
sales and purchase.
Over the last 200 years we’ve worked with many
generations of families to realise their ambitions.
We’d like to help you realise yours.
andersonstrathern.co.uk
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An ambition
to grow,
sustainably
Salmon farmers are
investing in R&D and
fish welfare
BY WILLIAM PEAKIN
Julie Hesketh-Laird has had a whirlwind first three months in her new
job as chief executive of the Scottish
Salmon Producers Organisation
(SSPO), visiting farms throughout
Scotland, promoting the industry
internationally, and articulating the
vision to double its size by 2030.
“It’s an aspiration,” said HeskethLaird, “but the industry understands
it can only get there sustainably and
by respecting the environment in
which it operates. Salmon is a fantastic
product; healthy and locally produced.
Welfare standards are higher than in
any other farmed protein sector and
its environmental impact is relatively
low.”
But she acknowledges that it has
challenges: “They are biological,
technical, and social. Fish mortality
has been a problem, as has disease.
These are not confined to Scotland;
they are global issues. But in Scotland,

we are doubling-down on research
and innovation, bringing in even
higher standards of reporting, and we
are beginning to see the result in the
reduced incidence of issues.”
Hesketh-Laird was most recently
acting chief executive of the Scotch
Whisky Association and brings her
experience of representing Scotland’s
and the UK’s largest drink export
to the salmon organisation which
supports Scotland’s and the UK’s
largest food export. In her previous
role, she helped create the conditions
for record Scotch whisky exports and
believes salmon is its success story
twin.
“Salmon is a UK export star,” she
said, “Markets all over the world
recognise Scotland’s reputation for
quality aquaculture. No wonder it
was the first non-French food to gain
that nation’s coveted Label Rouge
designation. Scottish salmon is chosen
by Americans before that of their
neighbour’s Canada. And Asia, true
connoisseurs of seafood, are buying
more and more.”
Hesketh-Laird added: “Post-Brexit,
these big, emerging markets will be
more important than ever.”

Julie Hesketh-Laird
recognises the
industry’s challenges

Sustaining
communities
Scotland is the third largest producer
of Atlantic salmon in the world, after
Norway and Chile, and Scottish
salmon comprises around 80% of the
UK’s aquaculture sector. It is Scotland
and the UK’s largest food export,
worth £600m in 2017, up 35% on the
previous year.
Scottish farmed salmon tops the
RSPCA Assured chart, with 70%
of production participating in the
scheme, and five companies produce
under France’s prestigious Label
Rouge quality assurance scheme. It
is exported to 55 countries around
the world and is Heathrow Airport’s
largest export by volume.
The Scottish salmon industry supports around 10,340 jobs in Scotland.

The carbon footprint of farmed
salmon is very low, compared with
other sources of protein production.
Around £60m is spent on research
and innovation, and £40m on protecting the fish from parasites.
Last year, salmon farm companies
contributed more than £1m to local
communities through sponsorship
of events, local causes, community
projects, and more.

Connecting
Scotland
Homes and businesses on the peninsula of Knoydart and Loch Nevis on
Scotland’s west coast can now enjoy
the benefits of superfast broadband,
thanks to a collaboration between
leading salmon grower Scottish Sea

Farms and rural broadband company
HebNet CIC.
Previously, the area had a service
that was struggling to cope with the
increased demands. Similarly, the satellite system that Scottish Sea Farms
was reliant on for internet access
wasn’t able to support its growing business needs.
Now, Scottish Sea Farms and
HebNet have upgraded the local
infrastructure with a state-of-the-art
enterprise-grade wireless link between
Skye and Knoydart capable of delivering superfast broadband of 30Mbit/s
or more to end users, putting the area
on a par with broadband provision in
parts of central Scotland.
Scottish Sea Farms is already working with another remote community
– Drimnin on the shores of the Sound
of Mull – to help bring high speed wi-fi
where previously there has been little
or no internet access.

Better. Connected.
The new Mercedes-Benz Sprinter.
Business has always been about making the right
connections. Take yours to the next level with the most
intelligent, powerfully connected van the world has ever
seen. See it first at Western Commercial, Scotland’s
Largest Mercedes-Benz Vans Commercial Dealer.
• Mercedes PRO connect seamlessly connects drivers,
vehicles and managers, to improve accountability, drive
efficiency and keep businesses moving

Come see the New Sprinter at:
The Royal Highland Show
21-24 June 2018
Motor Zone, 10th Avenue, Stand 41
Tel 0333 241 6252
Email NewSprinter@westerncommercial.co.uk

• More specification as standard than any other large van
• Class leading safety systems including Active Braking
Assist as standard

Western Commercial Govan | Broxburn | Bellshill | Dundee www.westerncommercial.co.uk

000352 New Sprinter Press Ad in The Times Scotland.indd 1
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In the
picture

14 June 2018

The best of farming, food, and rural life; highlights from the Royal Highland Show 2017

Mapping land ownership in Scotland
Registers of Scotland (RoS) is responsible for compiling and maintaining
19 public registers relating to land, property and other legal documents
in Scotland. We’re an organisation with centuries of history, but a 21st
century mandate to be an effective digital first asset for Scotland.
Completing the Land Register of Scotland
We’re working towards completion of the Land Register of Scotland, which
provides a state-backed guarantee of who owns land and property in
Scotland. We’ve been asked by Scottish Ministers to do this by 2024, and
we’re making good progress towards this goal.
As part of this process, we’re promoting a comprehensive programme
encouraging voluntary registration of land. Voluntary registration (VR) offers
a number of benefits to land owners. It provides a state-backed warranty
of title for land, and allows for easier, faster and cheaper transactions.
Thanks to our advanced geospatial mapping technology, land register titles
also give clarity on land boundaries, and certainty of succession planning.
To encourage VR, we’re offering a 25 per cent discount on registration fees
through mid-2019. For more information, visit www.ros.gov.uk/lrc
Access to land and property information: ScotLIS for the Public
Registration isn’t the only work we do at RoS. Land and property
information is a key service we provide for businesses and citizens in
Scotland, as we are the original and trusted source for land data.

Like land registration, we’re taking advantage of new technology to
develop ScotLIS, Scotland’s Land Information Service. ScotLIS facilitates
access to information about any piece of land or property in Scotland.
ScotLIS launched in October 2017, and allows anyone to search for
information on purchase data and price on any property in the land register
in Scotland, using an address or postcode.
In the future we are looking at interactive map functionality, which will allow
public users to search the land register through an intuitive digital interface.
We also have an aspiration to introduce a self-serve feature allowing the
public to both access and purchase registered information like copy title
deeds or title plans, without the need to contact our customer service
centres.
To access ScotLIS and learn more, visit scotlis.ros.gov.uk
Come meet us
To find out more about VR, ScotLIS, and our other products and services,
visit us at this year’s Royal Highland Show.
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Proud to work in partnership
with Scottish farmers.
Graham Robertson, winner of the Tesco Steak
competition at the 2017 Royal Highland Show supplies
Tesco with great quality Scottish beef and lamb from his
farm in Aberdeenshire.
Visit us at the Royal Highland Show 21-24 June.

